
WEATHER

Fall – better chance of warmer than normal temperatures continue into Fall which 
may have lingering support in September but bearish impact in Oct/Nov.

▪ Weather has been warm – summer generation has been strong and price 
volatility was held in check.

▪ Fall weather usually doesn’t provide price volatility however early winter 
forecasts do for natural gas which could support power prices.

▪ NOAA forecast is projecting an equal probability for warmer/cooler than 
normal Winter in Texas – like last year, so be careful
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ELECTRIC PRICE

After coal plant closures at the beginning of the year, forward prices were on a steady climb until Summer.  
Generation was sufficient for the heat during July and August and prices declined. They have now stabilized but 
are still above historical averages and current index prices.

▪ Current price quotes are above our value parameters – increases continue in 2020, 2021 and beyond
▪ Risk / Reward Ratio – 1 to 1 or an equal chance of a % increase and a % decrease

CBRE PERSPECTIVE 

Electricity – Bullish

Summer price volatility didn’t reach anticipated levels and 
forward prices fell.  For Fall and Winter, the focus will shift to 
natural gas prices and their impact on power prices.

• Current price quotes are above all value average 
parameters – $34.50 for the next 12 months (compared 
to $26 last year) – rising trend since beginning of the year

• Prices at this level require thoughtful strategy – call and 
we can discuss pricing and product options


